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Course overview 
 

 

The course description and definition: 

   

1) This course will delve deeper into advanced concepts in Exercise Physiology . 

2) will study the response of the human body organs during and after the performance 

of exercise and physical effort . 

3) will be to identify the mechanisms and physiological changes and adaptations 

resulting from training and doing physical effort in general . 

4) will be discussed and discussed and the application of certain lab tests 

physiological sports and some recent studies . 

5) Know ledge of the physiological functions of the organs of the body . 

6) Know ledge of the physical components of the systems in the human body . 

7) knowledge of the functional relationship between the members of the human body 

and organs . 

8) Know ledge of the effects of exercise on the members of the human body and 

organs . 

9) Know   how to deal with the body according to specialization sports . 

10) Know ledge of the effects of internal and external factors for the restoration 

procedure . 
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11) know how to deal with bodily fluids during training and comfort . 

12) know how to deal with (lower and higher) body temperature during training and 

comfort . 

13) to identify the parallels between the sports . 

14) Recognize   the importance of food and nutrition for athletes . 

15) the effects of hormones on the body (before - during - after) exercise . 

16) Know ledge of the physical structure of the body structure. 

 
 

Course Objectives : 

 
1) Depth knowledge of the physiological responses and adaptations to the physical 

effort and training  

2) Know the limits of the physical performance of the antenna and anaerobic . 

3) Depth knowledge of how to take advantage of information in the physiological 

theory of sport in scientific research and training . 

4) Enable the student to provide and clarify and discuss some recent research 

studies, and related applications in the physiology of sports training . 

5) Much of the information and functionality changes to the organs of the body 

and how to deal with it during the (exercise, rest  (  

6) Knowledge of the functional relationship between the student body organs 

during (exercise, rest). 

 

 
Previous requirements:  

  

                 Article physiological Sports for the bachelor's level . 

 

 
Instructions Course : 

1) Exceeded the proportion of absences due deprive the student from entering the 

final exam . 

2) The student is responsible for the preparation and study material required before 

the date of the lecture . 

3) Every article that discussed during the lectures required in the exam . 

4) Examinations are offered short-random and surprise and without specifying the 

date in advance. 

 

 

 



Course Evaluation System: 

  

 
Proportion of Type test n 

15% Do a number of simple tests of physiological short . 1 

2% Oral tests of the information derived. 2 

2% Written terms of physiological sports in the English language . 3 

3% Report. 4 

3% Presentation of the report and summaries of the research 5 

15% Test the second semester. 6 

60% The final test. 7 

100% Total scores. 
 

 

Vocabulary curriculum and Physiology of sports training 

The second phase 2014-2015 

Number of lectures  )(  

 

Division of lectures by weeks of the school year and the goals of lectures by Tretip 

article or topic  ..  

 

 

Main topics scheduled in the course :  

N 
Days 

of the 

week 
Multi lecture The aim of the lecture 

1  
 The general 

framework of 

physiology 

Physiology (Physiology) - Sports Physiology (Exercise Physiology ) 
Physiological importance of science in the field of sports - the 

concept and importance of Physiology 

2  Cellular 

metabolism Metabolism - Demolitions - construction 

3  enzymes 

Formation of enzymes - enzymes and functions - mechanism of 

action of enzymes - the properties of enzymes - the types of enzymes 

- the factors that affect the work of enzymes - enzymes and sports 

activity. 



4  

Hormones in 

the human 

body 
 

Hormones - the discovery of hormones - definition of hormones - 

hormones work sites - the types of hormones in terms of the timing 

of secretion site - Endocrinology 

5  
Heart - blood 

vessels - 

dynamic blood 

Importance of vascular heart device - cardiovascular system consists 

of three sections - the installation and function of the heart - heart 

valves - arteries - veins - the blood capillary 

The functions of the blood - (feeding the heart) blood - session 

coronary - neurotropic of the heart (the device conductive to the 

heart) - circulatory systemic (the major) pulmonary circulation (the 

younger) - heart sounds - the training effect on the heart and 

circulatory system - heart and sporting achievement. 

6  human nervous 

system 

human nervous system - nerve cell - the membranes surrounding the 

central nervous system - cerebrospinal fluid - the mechanism of 

action of the nervous system - the training effect on the nervous 

system. 

7  Warm and 

calm 
Components of the warm-up - the benefits of the warm-up - the 

components of the truce - a truce appropriate. 

8  
Energy 

systems in 

sporting events 

Energy - Power Units - caloric value of the food - the production 

lines of energy and sporting events - the definition of the production 

lines of energy - energy systems - systems work overlap energy 

production - privacy training - Applied benefit from the study of 

systems of energy production . 
9  examination the 

first semester 
 

10  
Regulating 

body 

temperature 

Mechanisms to gain body heat - the heat generation mechanisms in 

the body - heat transfer between the parts of the body - factors 

affecting body temperature - regulate body temperature - acclimated 

athlete with a warm atmosphere - the importance of thermal 

equilibrium for the athletes - the means used for training in the cold 

atmosphere 

9  
Muscular 

organ in the 

human body 

Muscle - Installation of skeletal muscle or planned - smooth muscle 

(involuntary) - smooth muscle (involuntary) and processing muscle - 

the heart muscle - work neuro muscular ..... ..... any muscle 

contraction - defibrillation - motor unit 

10  
Fatigue  and 

hospitalization 

(the recovery) 

Fatigue - Fatigue types - types of physical fatigue - signs of fatigue - 

the basic functional processes which includes the muscular fatigue - 

relationship athletic training tired – hospitalization. 

11  Respiratory 

system 

The meaning of breathing - the most important functions of 

Respiratory system as follows - the most important functions of the 

airways - the installation of Respiratory system and his regime - 

Mechanical and regulate breathing - inspiration - the process of 

exhaling - rapid breathing and sizes breathing - vital capacity - 

factors affecting the process of respiration - the effect of sports 

training on Respiratory system. 

12  Second semester 

examination 
 

13  Body fluids 

Body fluids - the content of the body of water - the distribution of 

the liquid chambers body - the sources of water in the body man - 

Methods of water loss in the body of man - water balance - exchange 

between the fluid inside the cells and fluid interface - Installation 

fluid body - ischemia body fluid (fluid absorption) - loss of fluids – 



blood . 

14  nutrition 

Definition of nutritional sciences - sports nutrition - nutrient - the 

most important vital functions of food - nutrition and physical effort 

- carbohydrates - glycogen - vital functions and physiological 

carbohydrates - fat - vital functions and physiological fat - proteins - 

vital functions and physiological proteins - vitamins - importance of 

vitamins for the athlete - mineral salts - the importance and functions 

of mineral elements for the human body - water and sports training - 

vital functions and physiological water - why drink of water - 

feeding sports and non-sports and the amount of calories 
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1) Shtiwi Abdullah, physiology (Physiology), i 1: 
(Amman, Dar march for publication and 

distribution, printing 0.2012 .) 

2) Syed Ahmed Nasreddin, sports physiology 
(theories and applications), i 1: (Cairo, Dar 

Al Arab Thought 0.2003 .) 

3) Mohammed Samir Saad Eddin, physiology 

and physical effort, i 3: (Cairo, 2000 .) 

4) Essam Favors, Health Science Sports, i 1: 
(Oman Dar Osama Ory and distribution 

0.2009 .) 

5) Abou El Ela Ahmed and Syed Ahmed 
Nasreddin; Physiology of fitness: (Cairo, 

Arab Darolfekr, 0.2003 .) 

6) Bhodin Ibrahim Salama; physiology of sport 
and physical performance, i 1: (Cairo, Arab 

Darolfekr 0.2000 .) 

7) Qassim Hassan Hussein; physiology 
principles and applications in the field of 
sports :( Mosul, Dar al-Hikma Press Printing 
and Publishing, 1990) 

8) Abul-Ela Ahmed Abdel-
Fattah; hospitalization in 
the sports field: (Cairo, 

Daralvkraraby 0.1996 ) 
9) Risan Kahribt glorious; 

applications in the 
science of physiology and 
athletic training, i 1: 
(Amman, Sunrise House 
Publishing and 

Distribution, 1997 ) 
10) Ammar Jassim Muslim; 

sports :( heart of 
Baghdad, August Press 
Print Art Co., Ltd., 2006). 

 

 

 
 

Extension  

Type of exams questtion                                                                                                              
Typical answers for above exam question  
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